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Maps ShowingLocation ofObservation Wells,




Dallam County 10 11 62
Hansford County 64 65 103
Hartley County 106 107 126
Hemphill County 128 129 132
Hutchinson County 134 135 150
Lipscomb County 152 153 155
Moore County 158 159 194
OchiltreeCounty 196 197 217
Roberts County 220 221 224
Sherman County 226 227 263
Water-Level Data from Observation Wells
in the Northern Panhandle
o f Texas
Introduction
The complete historical water-level records for
approximately 825 wells, which are located in 10
counties in the northern Panhandle of Texas, are
presented in this report. The water-levelmeasurements
are mainly from wells located in areas of large with-
drawals of ground water for irrigation, industrial, and
municipal use.
The principal aquifer in the area is the Ogallala
Formation of Tertiary age.This formationvariesin total
thickness from a few feet to more than 900 feet in the
approximately 10,000 square miles covered by this
report. Most of the wells in this report produce only
from the Ogallala Formation.
Overlying the Ogallala is a variable thickness of
Pleistocene deposits, usually less than 50 feet thick.The
Pleistocene consists primarily of sand with lenses of
caliche. A layer of indurated caliche or caprock usually
is present near the top of theOgallala.The water tableis
usually considerably below the caprock materialand the
Pleistocene deposits.
In local areas of thenorthernPanhandle,primarily
in Dallam County, rocks of Cretaceous and Jurassic age
beneath the Ogallala are water bearing.However, these
older water-bearingrocks are, in most places, in contact
with the Ogallala and therefore are hydrologically
connected to the Ogallala. The water-level records for
the few dual-completed wells, as a general rule, reflect
the water level in theOgallalaFormation.
The Ogallala is a stream-deposited formation,
composed generally of light-coloredsand, silt, clay, and
gravel, which forms a large unconfined ground-water
reservoir. Water is stored in the void spaces betweenthe
grains of material which make up this formation.The
specific yield of the Ogallalafor the areacoveredby this
report has not been precisely determined.However,15
percent has been used by most investigators when
making estimatesof thevolume of water in storage.
Water is pumped from the Ogallala aquifer in the
northern Panhandle for irrigation, industry, munici-
palities, and for domestic and livestock purposes.
However, the major useof water in the area is irrigation.
The advent of irrigatedagriculturebeganin Dallam
and Hansford Counties in the early 19305. The develop-
ment of irrigation was slow and had expanded to only
about 120 wells in the 10-county report area by 1950.
In 1951, a drought began in the area which stimulated
the developmentof irrigation at an accelerated rate. By
the end of the drought in 1956, about 1,000 irrigation
wells were in production. Irrigation development has
continued to increase, and there are now more than
5,000 irrigation wells producing in this area.The water
which is pumped for irrigation probably exceeds 90
percent of the total water pumped.
The total number of acres irrigated by ground
water and the amount of ground water used for
irrigation in the area covered by this report have
increased significantly since the early 19505. Texas
Water Development Board Report 127, Inventories of
Irrigation in Texas, 1958, 1964, and 1969, enumerates
these increases as follows:
Additional information on irrigation, including
surface-water usage and type of crops, may also be
found in that report.
The changes in ground-water conditions in the
Panhandle of Texas are of major concern to the
ground-water users and to all others who are directlyor
indirectly affected by the agricultural economy gen-
erated by the irrigation pumpage. The Texas Water





Extent of the Ogallala Aquifer in Texasand AreaCovered byThis Report
for water-leveldata in thearea from individuals,munici-
pal governments,industries, and smallbusinesses.
Water Level Observation Program
Observation wells are measured by the Texas
Water Development Board in various areas of the State
to observe changes in water levels in the principal
aquifers. The Board's Water Level ObservationProgram
is directed towardthe accomplishmentof several objec-
tives. These objectives are: (I)the selection, in every
major aquifer, of a network of wells that are spaced to
afford adequate data for preparation of piezometric
maps or water-tablecontourmaps referenced tosea-level
datum; (2) annual or periodic measurement of water
levels in each well in this network made at the time of
year when water levels have recovered from the effects
of pumping during the season of peek water demand;
(3) the operationof continuous water-stage recorders in
representative wells where a continuous record of
water-level changes is needed; (4) preparationof maps
and graphs that show the fluctuation of water levels as
revealed by water-level measurement; and
(5) publicationof water-levelinformationand evaluation
of thedata.
In the northern Panhandle, the Boardhas engaged
in a cooperative water level observation program with
the North Plains Ground Water Conservation District
No. 2, officed in Dumas,Texas.The Districtwas created
by the Fifty-First Legislature in 1954, and serves all or
parts of Hansford, Hutchinson, Ochiltree, Sherman,
Moore, and Hartley Counties. The District is staffed by
J. W. Buchanan, manager; Bert. E. Smith, secretary-
bookkeeper; and Orval E. Allen and Don Piatt, field
representatives.
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Prior to the origination of the North Plains
Ground Water Conservation District No. 2 in 1954, the
United States Geological Survey and the then Texas
Board of Water Engineers measured the water levels in
observation wells in the area.During the next several
years, the measurement responsibilitywas shared by all
agencies. Since 1966, the District has assumed the
responsibility of making the annual water-levelmeasure-
ments in the area servedby the District.
In the present cooperative agreement, the District
measures the water levels in the observation wells
located within the bounds of the District and furnishes
the Texas Water Development Board copies of these
measurements. The Board in turn maintainsa water-level
recorder program in the District and provides the
Districtwithother services. Boardpersonnel measurethe
water levels in observation wellsoutside the District in
the northernPanhandle.
Fluctuations of Water Levels
The principal long-term changes in water levels in
the northern Panhandle have reflected decreases in the
overall volume of water stored in the Ogallalaaquifer.
When pumpage exceeds recharge (which is quitesmall in
this region), most of the water discharged from the
aquifer is withdrawn from storage, and water levels
decline.
The average declineof the water table for the area
covered by this report has been a littleover 2 feet per
year during the past 10 years. However, the decline of
the water table has not been uniform throughout the
report area. In some areas of sparse water-welldevelop-
ment, the decline has been less than 1 foot per year. In
areas of intensive development, the water table has
declined an average of more than 5 feet per year. The
declineshave been influenced primarily by the intensity
of welldevelopmentand seasonalpumpage.
When a water well is pumped, the water table in
the vicinity of the well isdrawndownin theshapeof an
inverted cone with its apex at the pumped well.This
cone is commonly referred to as thecone of depression.
The developmentor growth of this cone dependson the
physicaland hydrauliccharacteristicsof the aquifer,and
on the rate of pumping.
Where extensive development takes place in an
aquifer, each well superimposes its individual cone of
depression on the cones of neighboring wells. This
results in the development of a regional cone of
depression. When the cone of one well overlapsthecone
of another, interference occurs and an additional
loweringof water levels takes place as the wellscompete
for water.The amount orextent of interferencebetween
these cones of depression depends on the rate and
duration of pumping from each well, the spacing
between wells, and the physical and hydraulic charac-
teristics of the aquifer, r
If an excessive decline of water levels occurs, the
producer can expect an increase in pumping cost,
decreased well yields, abandonment of shallower wells,




Water levels in most observation wells are
measured on an annual basis. If possible,wellsselected
for annual observation purposes shouldnotbe equipped
with a pumpand shouldbe locateda reasonabledistance
from heavily pumped wells.However, inareas of intense
ground-water development, such as in most of the
Panhandle area, usually the only wells available for
measurements are those equipped with large-capacity
turbine pumps. It is thennecessary to measure the water
levels in those wells after allowing sufficient time
following cessation of pumping for water levels to
recover to a static or near static level. In irrigatedareas,
it is most desirable to measure water levels during the
winter months when pumping is at a minimum or
nonexistent and water levels have recovered to their
highest level.
Water levels are reportedas depth to water below
land surface. This depth is obtained by measuring the
distance from a permanent measuring point near the
land surface to the water level in the well, and then
subtracting the vertical distance between the measuring
point and the land surface. Water-level measurements in
the northern Panhandle are obtained by one of the
followingmethods:
(1) Wetted Steel Tape Method
A calibrated steel tape is lowered into the
well until a portion of the lower end of the tape is
submerged in the water.The depth to water below the
well's measuring point is obtained by subtracting the
wetted portion of the lowerend from the footmarkheld
at the well'smeasuring point.
Water levels measured with a steel tape are
recorded in the Texas Water Development Board's
records to the nearesthundredth of a foot. The wetted
steel tape method for obtaining water-level measure-
ments is considered the most accurate, and is the
method commonly used by Board personnel and by
personnel of the North Plains Ground Water Con-
servation DistrictNo. 2.
(2) Electric-Line Method
The electric line measuring deviceconsists of
a hand-operatedreel, a current meter, a dry-eelIbattery
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for power, and a length of double conductor insulated
wire with electrodes at the lower end. The electric line
operates on the principle of a completed electric
circuit; when the electrodes on the end of the electric
line contact the water surface in the well, the electric
circuit is completed and is indicated on the current
meter at land surface. Calibrated markings on the
electric line provide a means for direct reading of the
water level. The electric-line method is used where
water-levelmeasurements are unobtainable with a steel
tape, such as in wells having leaky casings. Water-level
measurements obtained by this method are recorded to
the nearest tenth of a foot.
(3) Automatic RecorderMethod
An automatic water-level recorder consists
of a float suspended by a metal tape or cable from a
recording instrument installedover the well. As the float
rises and falls with the water surface in the well, the
motion is transferred to a pen which graphs the
fluctuation on a clock-driven chart. The continuous
recordingof water levels in a well affords thebest means
for observing rapid and irregularwater-levelfluctuations
inareas of large ground-waterdevelopment.
Recordersarevisitedat frequent intervalsfor
maintenance, accuracy checks, and collection of the
water-level charts. Water-level readings taken from the
charts are tabulatedto the nearest hundredth of a foot.
Presentation of Data
For each observation well in the Board's Water
Level Observation Program, the water-level measure-
ment, date of measurement, pertinent remarks, and
initials of the person taking the measurement are
recorded in the field on standard forms. The fielddata
are later transferred to punch cards which enable the
water-levelmeasurementsto bestatistically analyzed and
the results printed in a concise tabular form by
computers and other dataprocessing machines.
The North Plains Ground Water Conservation
District No. 2 uses a similar procedurein recording the
measurements in the field. The District furnishes the
Board with a typed copy of water-level measurements
which are then entered on standard forms used by the
Board. These measurements are later transferred to
punch cards forprocessingby computers.
Tabulated in this report are the complete records
of the water levels from observation wells for 10
counties in the northern Panhandle of Texas. These
tables provide the following information: well number,
depth of well, elevation of land surface in feet above
mean sea level,dates of measurement, measurements of
water level in feet below land surface, and changes
(decline or rise) in water level from the previous
measurement.
Preceding the table for each county is a well-
location map. A well symbol and the last threedigits of
the well number appear on the map at the location of
eachwell listed in thecounty tabulation.
Hydrographs,showing changes in water level, are
presented for selected representative wells following the
respective county tabulations.Precipitationdataarealso
shown for stations in or near each county in the report
area.
Water-level measurements are presented in this
report for many wells which have been lost to the
program. Most of these wellshave been abandoned and
destroyed, some have had equipment changes which
make it impossible to enter the well with a measuring
device, and others have been lost to the program for
variousother reasons.
Well-Numbering System
To facilitate the location of wells and to avoid
duplication of well numbers in present and future
studies, the Texas Water Development Board has
adopted a statewidewell-numberingsystem. Thissystem
is based on division of the State into a grid of 1-degree
quadrangles formedby degrees of latitudeand longitude,
and the repeated division of these quadrangles into
smaller ones as shown in the followingdiagram.
Each 1-degree quadrangleisdividedinto sixty-four
71/2-minute quadrangles,each of whichis further divided
into nine 21/2-minute quadrangles. Each 1-degree
quadrangle in the State has been assigned an identifica-
tion number.The 71/2-minute quadrangles are numbered
consecutively from left to right, beginning in the upper
left-hand comer of the 1-degree quadrangle, and the
21/2-minute quadrangles within each 71/2-minute
quadrangle are similarly numbered.The first2 digitsof a
well number identify the 1-degree quadrangle; the third
and fourth digits, the 71/2-minute quadrangle;the fifth
digit identifies the 21/2-minute quadrangle;and the last 2
digits identify the wellwithin the 21/2-minutequadrangle.
On the well-location maps in this report, the
1-degree grid lines are identified with large open-block
numerals, and the 71/2-minute quadrangles are numbered
in their northwest corners. The 3-digit number shown
with the well symbol contains the number of the
21/2-minute quadrangle in which the well is located and
the numberof the well within that quadrangle.
The North Plains Ground Water Conservation
District No. 2 uses a numbering system of its ownwhich
was developed prior to the adoption of the State
well-numbering system. The District assigns well
numbers sequentially within each county. When a
landowner requests a permit to drill a well, the well
number is then permanentlyassigned for thisprospective
well and all records thereafter concerning the well are
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©6 1- degree quadrangle
15 71/2 -minute quadrangle
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assigned this number. The District well numbers are
listed in this report along with the State well numbers.
Personnel
The Water Level Observation Programof the Texas
Water DevelopmentBoard is conducted by personnelof
the Ground Water Division, a Board technical service
division, under the general direction of C. R. Baskin,
Chief Engineer,and Richard Peckham, Director of the
Ground Water Division.This report was prepared under
the supervision of Robert Bluntzer, Chief of the Water
Availability Branch, and A. Wayne Wyatt, Water Levels
Section Chief. The tabulations of water-leveldata were
prepared by the Board's Electronic Data Processing
Division under the direction of Mike Parker, Director;
David L. Ferguson, Systems Analyst; Bill Treacy,
Commercial Systems Branch Chief; and James Grissett,
Programmer.
Members of the Water LevelsSection whoassisted
in compiling this report are Charles Comelis, David
Cunningham, Hershel Davidson,Charles Ferguson,Steve
Moore,and HerbertSpradlin.
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Dallam County























































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
01-48-601 W-l 360 01-08-71 102.65 8.05










































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS; IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENDTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY GR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WE LL WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
02-33-301 C-12 01-09-71 165.34 4.04



























02-33-502 B-2 190 04-17-58 82.77
03-17-59 85.52 2.75
04-07-60 83.00 2.52










WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELDW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER


















































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET/ BELDW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





















































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
02-33-805 M-25 03-17-59 54.82
04-22-60 55.25 0.43
01-06-61 56.59 1.34





































02-33-808 M-2 4518. 01-11-37 62.76
DALLAM COUNTY
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WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










































02-33-901 M-3 150 08-21-41 59.3
DALLAM COUNTY
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WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET; BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING '
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE. IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
02-33-903 N-16 01-13-70 70.48 0.61-
-01-08-71 72.62 2.14











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELDW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE



















































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF QF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE























02-33-910 N-14 12-10-34 37.15
01-28-37 37.15 0 900












06-19-39 37 984 0 839
07«Q8-i9 37.96 0 912






WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS; IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS; IN FEET; BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE








02-34-602 D-2 01-14-37 15.06
11-11-38 15.32 0.26

































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





















































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

















































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
02-34-703 N-9 01-23-62 52.74 1.17









02-34-704 N-59 02-03-37 31.52
11-12-38 31.94 0.42










01-17-55 32.35 3a 20
03-22-56 35.01 2.66




02-34-706 N-8 118 4405. 12-10-34 22.08










04-08-39 22 el 0 9 10
05-08-39 22*12 Q 9 02
DALLAM COUNTY
34
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
































02-34-709 N-23 147 03-29-54 37.64
04-02-58 46.55 8.91







WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

















































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-















































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WF.LL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
02-34-807 0-3 40 12-16-39 11.65 0.41









































02-34-809 0-6 4383.03 01-29-37 18.81
DALLAM CDUNTY
39
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE - CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS; IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL SURFACEPUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER












































































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-

















































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS; IN FEET/ BELQW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
02-36-102 F-3 02-24-50 40.29 0.9
02-18-51 40.60 0.31
02-03-53 . 42.76 2.16
01-19-54 43.76 1.00
03-31-59 49.28 5.5201-$?-61 52.47 3.19
01-17-62 51.95 0.52
01-10-63 54.35 2.4001-15>64 56.90 2.55
01*12-65 60.10 3.20
01-09-67 65.60 5.50
01-2P-68 67.44 1.8401-I^-69 67.10 0.34
01-11-70 71.71 4.61
01-10-71 73.01 1.30
































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-











02-36-401 F-5 190 4139.73 12-15-48 34.6

































































02-36-402 F-6 02-04-37 13.97
DALLAM COUNTY
46
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WFLL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER





02-37-501 306 11-20-70 278.50
01-11-71 286.68 8.18








































































OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-









































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












02-42-501 Z-l 04-13-54 55.40
12-04-56 57.47 2.07
03-07-57 57.77 0.30




























WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
02-42-901 Z-2 251 12-06-40 245.86 0.44
12-03-41 240.35 " 5.51
03-17-48 241.95 1.60
02-26-50 241.32 0.63





02-44-901 AC-1 04-13-59 369.90
04-13-60 356.30 13.60
01-07-61 377.67 21.37*
02-45-801 456 11-19-70 394.80
01-11-71 394.30 0.50
02-46-101 450 11-18-70 323.40
01-11-71 322.10 1.30



















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENDTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE' CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER



































02-49-601 AJ-1 96 4339.17 02-11-37 78.25
02-25-50 76.36 1.89































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
02-49-701 AT-1 250 01-07-71 105.00 3.19









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































02-49-705 AT-5 96 4389.60 03-02-37 75.97
DALLAM COUNTY
57
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WEIL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




02-49-901 418 11-17-70 101.10
01-07-71 102.35 1.25
02-50-301 405 04-14-68 332.00
01-07-71 348.14 16.14*
02-50-401 AJ-2 197 02-12-37 183.2
02-18-51 181.49 1.7
02-05-52 181.30 0.19
01-14-53 180 eBB 0.42
01-08-54 180 863 0.25
01-21-55 180.44 0.19
03-22-56 180.45 0.01
02-50-402 385 11-17-70 185.80
01-07-71 184.96 0.84








02-51-701 515 11-17-70 256.80
01-07-71 257.43 0.63*








WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DfcCLINE RISE









02-51-902 427 11-17-70 232.15
01-07-71 237.44 5.29
02-52-601 470 11-19-70 289.00
01-10-71 289.24 0.24














02-53-301 AP-1 04-03-59 344.60
01-07-61 349.67 5.07
02-53-701 483 11-18-70 281.35
01-11-71 281.69 0.34





















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
































02-58-102 430 11-11-64 187.00
01-07-71 195.54 8.54









WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
♥DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER





























Wells in Dallam County and Precipitation at Dalhart
Water-Level Measurements in Hansford County
64
Location of Observation Wells in Hansford County
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
65
Hansford County
Water Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING









MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

















































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELDW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

































01-21-71 209.84 11.17 *







WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-36-801 HNSOB 482 01-09-70 210.88 0.66
01-07-71 213.64 2.76













































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-37-8021 HN2O3 436 01-20-69 257.47 3.96
01-30-70 262.94 5.47
01-20-71 271.43 8.49










01-20-71 269.48 21.03 '



























WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS; IN FEET; BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






















03-38-301 HN6S 400 01-08-65 210.88
01-10-66 213.92 3.04
01-10-67 220.20 6.28




03-38-501 HN-63 10-16-56 197.37
02-27-57 189.30 8.07
03-38-601 HN3BO 504 01-24-67 195.34
01-09-68 200.24 4.90
01-19-69 201.95 1.71





WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






































03-38-901 HN74 500 02-07-57 184.87
HANSFORD COUNTY
71
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

























03-39-401 HN-255 500 02-06-57 180.85
01-17-58 i82.60 1.75












WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELQW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






































03-40-701 HN77O 160 01-28-65 78.25
HANSFQRD COUNTY
73
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY DR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE







































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE








03-44-502 P-2 228 06-01-36 175.80
08-20-37 174,55 1.25
01-14-38 174.38 0.17






























WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-44-701 0-1 224 12-05-41 168.82 1.03






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET> BELQW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
























03-45-603 JLD-7 11-01-56 184.30
02-05-57 184.45 0.15
03-45-701 Q-4 192 05-12-36 158.7
07-26-37 158.51 0.2
01-14-38 158.50 0.01












DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-
WELL OF OF LAND MENT
NUMBER WELL SURFACE
CHANGE IN WATER
LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS. MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






























































03-46-202 HN-85 348 02-06-57 209.25
01-14-58 210.30 1.05
03-12-59 211.65 1.35




WATFR LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-.













































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELDW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

















































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-47-201 847 200 02-10-71 29.24 0.14
04-29-71 30.20 0.96



























03-47-903 HN-256 02-25-57 238.95
01-24-58 239.10 0.15












DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MgASURE-



























03-52-102 HN-588 510 01-08-68 191.15
01-19-69 190.04 1.11










































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-



































































03-52-801, HN259 465 02-08-57 157.95
02-18-58 157.28 0.67
03«ll«59 158.30







WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






































03-53-201 HN497 525 01-27-65 172.95
HANSFORD COUNTY
85
WATER, LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-53-201 HN497 525 01-04-66 174.97 2.02
01-07-67 178.50 3.53
01-09-68 181.97 3.47










































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-





























































































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-













































































WATER LEVFL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELQW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-54-301 HNIO2 185 01-07-65 80.93 2.07
01-07-66 83.55 2.62
01-10-67 84.53 0.98








































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS; IN FEET; BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE








03-54-402 Y-6 73 3002.5 03-03-36 28.9
07-28-37 28.45 0.4
01-14-38 28.78 0.33




























WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISK
03-54-701 HN-900 410 01-13-69 281.06 3.07
01-26-70 281.23 0.17
01-06-71 286.30 5.07






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-55-201 HN-43 3082. 01-27-70 272.08 2.45
01-19-71 277.42 5.34





































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET; BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RlSfe







03-55-501 AA-2 337 10-30-56 259.66
01-21-57 258.64 1.02
01-14-58 260.70 2.06
03-55-502 AA-3 278 10-30-56 259,33
01-21-57 258.48 0.85
01-14-58 260.36 1.88















03-55-602 AB-4 294 10-30-56 264,15
01-21-57 263.87 0.28
01-22-58 264.60 0.73








WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELDW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL C)F DF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE



























03-55-901 HN-33 520 01-24-57 301.65
02-04-58 302.70 1.05












WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


























03-61-401 AL-2 63 04-24-36 40.00
08-20-37 39.13 0.87















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































03-62-501 HN-25 03-12-56 297.55
HANSFORD COUNTY
100
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRDM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELDW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR N6ARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRDM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




Hydrographs of Selected Wells in
Hansford County and Precipitation at Gruver
Water-Level Measurements in Hartley County
106
Location of Observation Wells in Hartley County
107
Hartley County































































































































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-













































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET; BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-














































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
02-63-801 HA242 544 01-12-71 296,43 1.94








































WATER, LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
07-01-203i HA23I 328 01-15-64 116.60 2.03
01-04-67 130.86 14.26


































07-03-301 HA349 505 01-05-66 165.05
HARTLEY COUNTY
113
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELDW LAND SURFACE




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
























07-105-201 S-l 08-29-56 281.43
11-12-56 281.83 0.40
03-08-57 281.66 0,17














WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
07-05-301 HA2IS 525 01-17-69 349.19 2.80
01-06-70 349.63 0.44
01-12-71 351.67 2.04










07-05-701 HA47I 525 01-16-65 320.
01-05-67 318.19 2.
01-05-68 320.68 2.49




















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, !N FEET, 3ELQW LAND SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY PR NSARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
07-06-101 HA-214 535 01-10-66 336.95
07-06-201 HAS2I 482 01-10-67 320.10


















07-06-601 HA244 525 01-17-64 341.02
01-07-65 343.35 2.33
01-10-66 345.64 2.29



















DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-






07-06-902 HA-28 606 02-16-56 328.65
02-27-58 328.50 0.15
































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET^ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY QR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE
WELL
DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRCIM PREVIOUS
NUMBER NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
07-07-701 HA277 644 01-08-69 347.12 3.56
01-03-70 348.66 1.54
01-13-71 350.63 1.97

























01-03-69 161e 42 0.97
01-05-70 156 eBl 4,61
07-09-102 HA-3 290 4236.22 03-18-60 148.90
01-26-61 147.87 ltO3
02-09-62 154 e32 6.45
01-15-64 152,40 1892





WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









07-09-401 AI-1 02-16-55 136.78
03-19-56 134.50 2.28



































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-























































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELQW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
07-15-102 HA295 638 01-10-70 344.76 1.47
01-13-71 347.40 2.64
07-15-401 HA274 620 01-10-66 336.71
01-09-67 339.60 2.89
01-05-68 342.51 2.91
























07-15-801 HA-32 593 02-15-55 304.00
02-15-56 308.30 4.30
02-26-57 311.15 2.85







WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELDW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






















07-17-301 AU-1 08-28-56 110.39
11-12-56 110.46 0.13
02-27-57 110.19 0.27
07-17-401 AT-1 08-27-56 95.94
11-12-56 96.27 0.33
02-28-57 95.85 0.42
07-18-301 AV-1 08-28-56 49.00
11-12-56 48.77 0.23
02-27-57 48.37 0.40












DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-






































07-22-501 88-1 08-29-56 293.31
11-12-56 292.77 0.54
02-26-57 292.66 0.11




































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS; IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











Hydrographs of Selected Wells in
Hartley County and Precipitation at Dalhart
Water-Level Measurements in Hemphill County
128
Location of Observation Wells in Hemphill County
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
129
Hemphill County
Water Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface* DENLHFES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





















































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
05-16-401 193 193 01-11-67 93.57 0.15
01-18-68 93.84 0.27
01-13-71 94.09 0.25




















05-16-702 194 01-14-56 199.43
01-20-57 199.92 0.49
07-14-58 199.80 0.12















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEhT* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATIHN DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVFL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
05-24-901 195 216 01-13-71 139.66 6.75
132
Hydrographs of Selected Wells in
Hemphill County and Precipitation Near Canadian
Water-Level Measurements in Hutchinson County
134
Location of Observation Wells in Hutchinson County
3ASE MAP FROM TEXAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
135
Hutchinson County





































































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELDW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
































02-03-58 72.20 1803l B03
12-08-58 72.45 0.25







WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03*61-701 HU-21 370 01-17-69 170.63 0.36
01-26-70 167.65 2.98
01-25-71 174.18 6.53
03^61-702 HU-22 370 01-16-62 137.29









































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-

















03-62-701 HU-12 490 01-17-62 271.27
03-62-702 HU-2 448 3244. 02-07-57 277.45
03-62-704 HU-3 400 01-24-62 269.40




















































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS; IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-62-706 HU-11 484 01-19-69 298.18 1.97
01-26-70 299.97 1.79
01-25-71 318.22 18.25*








































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-62-803 HU-233 509 3233.10 01-26-70 306.04 1.39
01-25-71 311.34 5.30










































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-
















































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET/ BELQW LAND SURF-ACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE







06-04-201 HU-23 482 3337.69 03-05-56 195.15



































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS^ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY DR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
06-04-601 HU-215 451 01-02-69 265.09 6.29
01-24-70 267.57 2.48
01-26-71 271.50 3.93











































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-











































































06-04-901 HU-228 465 01-26-62 260,59
HUTCHINSDN COUNTY
146
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
06-04-901 HU-228 465 01-26-71 294.42 33,83








































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPIMG
STATE DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














06-05-702 HU-281 583 01-26-62 291.37
01-20-65 303.90 12.53























WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET., BELQW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

































Hydrographs of Selected Wells in
Hutchinson County and Precipitation Near Borger
Water-Level Measurements in Lipscomb County
152
Location of Observation Wells in Lipscomb County
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
153
Lipscomb County
Water Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface





















































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL SURFACEPUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL WELL OF OF LAND MENT

























04-39-801 386 11-23-70 137.10
01-12-71 138.17 1.07
04-40-601 369 11-23-70 54.65
01-12-71 54.40 0.25
04-45-201 160 11-23-70 106.65
01-12-71 107.90 1.25
04-46-301 545 11-23-70 243.35
01-12-71 249.12 5.77
04-47-401 110 07-17-70 66.00
01-12-71 48.62 17.38
155
Hydrographs of Selected Wells in
Lipscomb County and Precipitation at Lipscomb
Water-Level Measurements in Moore County
158
Location of Observation Wells in Moore County
BASE MAP FROMTEXAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
159
Moore County



















02-63-901 M-15 420 01-30-62 264.30










































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN 'FEET* 3ELQW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












02-64-801 M-747 647 07-09-64 233.00

















01-30-71 260.48 11.85 .












WATER, LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION OATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




































03-59-802 M-68 400 3444. 02-11-57 174.80
MOORE CDUNTY
166
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












03-59-803 M-67 440 3440. 02-U-57 172.15
03-03-56 173.83 1.68






03-59-805 M-372 421 07-01-60 229.00
01-06-61 168.94 60.06
01-31-62 170.73 1.79


















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-59-806 M-72 421 3394.41 01-15-70 210,43 0.34
































01-17-70 195 903 0.60
06-01-101 M-12 435 05-30-53 205 e 46




WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET; BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MSASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE








































06-01-201 M-228 308 3594.53 03-13-56 200.97
MODRE COUNTY
169
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE















06-01-301 M-32 336 3567.70 03-19-58 199.19
12-19-58 202.51 3.32
02-23-59 200.85 18 66
04-09-59 218.50 17.65*
02-11-60 202.90 15.60











06-01-302 M-125 387 3573.69 02-09-53 194.78
01-21-55 194.84 0.06
02-29-56 197.50 2.66*










WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELDW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
N DECLINE RISE
06-01-501 M-632 485 01-17-69 240.96 7.27
01-24-70 243.01 2.05
01-27-71 249.00 5.99














06-01-602 M-11l 03-12-56 200.00
02-13-57 199.68 0.32














06-01-701 M-300 405 03-19-58 236.80







WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION fJATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
06-01-701 M-300 405 01-19-67 255.50 7.64
01-23-68 259.43 3.93
01-27-71 267.71 8.28















06-01-801 M-135 337 02-03-62 231.47
06-01-802 M-138 360 3636.73 03-12-56 248.66
03-19-58 250,86 2.20


















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION BATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
06-01-804 M-744 474 01-15-69 252.62 3.51










































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND






DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-








































































06-02-703i M-708 454 01-13-65 219.73







WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
06-02-704 m-565 532 01-18-67 247.07 2.61
01-17-69 255.56 8.49
01-21-70 259.52 3.96




































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
06-02-903 M-676 466 01-24-70 221.58 3.89













06-03-102 M-U 475 3469. 03-15-59 172.00
02-22-60 184.32 12.32







06-03-201 M-66 450 3440.12 10~29~53 176.79
01-19-55 178.92 2.13
03-03-56 181.98 3.06

















DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-


























































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-





















































































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-














































































06-03-803i M-394 459 01-13-65 205.95
182
COUNTYMOORE
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





















06-09-201 WM-32 07-27-56 228.67
09-24-56 228.98 0.31
02-21-57 229.25 0.27

















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL SURFACEPUMPING
STATE DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER



























































06-10-301 M-211 430 3475.14 03-06-56 200.50
02-13-57 200.61 0.11
03-20-58 200.70 0.09









WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
06-10-302 M-364 295 01-20-69 224.63 1.02








































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MIASURE-














































































07-08-301 M-255 408 03-25-58 240.67
MDORE COUNTY
186
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELQW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELDW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
07-08-602 M-315 478 01-27-71 267.12 5.74
■*■>









07-08-701 M-148 490 3747.44 02-22-54 258,00
02-28-56 259.91 1.91
02-14-57 261.43 1.52























07-08-802 M-412 480 02-11-66 243.06
MDDRE CCUNTY
188
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER, LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
07-15-302 M-798 644 01-18-67 316.89 3.01
01-25-68 319.72 2.83












07-16-101 M-150 455 04-03-56 294.42
02-14-57 294.50 0.08
02-25-58 294.40 0.10
























WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, 3ELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE M6ASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
07-16-301 M-145 437 3696.24 01-16-70 280.63 0.49
01-29-71 286.32 3.69




















07-16-501 M-233 449 03-13-56 285.00
02-17-57 287.03 2.03
03-25-5* 287 eO2 0.01
02-17-59 286.80 0 9 22












07-16-601 M-154 455 3686.62 07-28-53 261«46
MOORE COUNTY
191
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE



































01-29-71 273 aB7 7.04





WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE








































WATER, LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
07-24-401 M-750 620 01-21-70 329.72 0.16






Wells in Moore County and Precipitation at Dumas
Water-Level Measurements in Ochiltree County
196
Location of Observation Wells in Ochiltree County
BASE MAP FROM TEXAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
197
Ochiltree County















































































































03-48-801 0-232 500 12-27-61 263.90















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATS MEASURE-



















































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* 3ELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET/ BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-56-501 0-9 500 01-23-69 323.85 9.87
02-02-70 328.38 4.53
01-30-71 337.02 8.64






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FRDM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-56-801 0-248 726 02-02-70 345.54 0.29
01-22-71 331.64 6.10












































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-






















03-64-402 0-210 509 02-16-60 359.30
12-18-61 359.88 0.58




























































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-
























































































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUKEMENT
DECLINE RISE







04-35-602 0-36 318 03-30-56 225.70
01-08-57 224.25 1.45
01-08-58 224.45 0.20
04-35-701 0-280 390 01-14-66 239.52
01-03-67 239.30 0.22
01-04-68 257.25 17.95






























DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-






04-36-102 0-23 300 12-18-61 208.12
12-20-62 208.57 0.45






































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
04-36-204 0-409 515 01-22-71 222.43 5.35






































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND M6NT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
04-41-202 0-459 521 01-30-69 267.02 4.50
01-31-70 271.55 4.53
01-23-71 278.20 6.65
04-41-301 0-201 378 06-17-59 276.00



































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, B^LQW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
04-41-801 0-200 400 01-07-63 245.30 3.78














































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-





















































































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-














































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




























04-43-801 0-216 438 03-30-56 237.20
12-28-61 235.80 1.40.






04-44-102 0-52 01-07-57 207.32
QCHILTREE COUNTY
213
WATER, LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











04-44-104 0-538 430 01-26-67 250.00
01-04-68 275,25 25.25
01-30-69 277.90 2.65
04-44-201 0-235 12-04-58 216.00
01-12-66 215.55 0.45

























DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-




















04-49-702 0-228 580 01-24-37 327.52
01-15-58 327.90 0.38

























































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




















04-57-101 0-229 540 12-22-61 357.00
04-57-102! 0-217 500 12-19-61 364.93

















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





04-58-101 0-242 691 12-19-61 308.10
217
Hydrographs of Selected Wells in
Ochiltree County and Precipitation at Perryton
Water-Level Measurements in Roberts County
220




Water Level Measurements, in Feet, Below Land Surface
ES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING









MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE












































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS,* IN FEET; BELOW LAND SURFACE
- CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE OLD DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





























Hydrographs of Selected Wells inRoberts County and Precipitation at Pampa
Water-Level Measurements in Sherman County
226
Location of Observation Wells in Sherman County
BASE MAP FROM STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
227
Sherman County
















































































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
02-40-402 S-433 347 01-21-70 260.69 C.29
01-07-71 263.31 2.62
02-40-403 S-582 454 05-04-64 249.
01-26-65 254.05 5.










































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-




















































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BfcLQW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
02-47-602 S-214 390 01-08-69 227.82 4.34
01-21-70 228.48 0.66
01-08-71 234.62 6.14






































WATER, LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










02-48-201 S-77 01-17-57 184.76
02-18-58 181.66 3.10








02-48-203i S-227 405 01-27-66 200.19


















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETj 3£Lnw LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL DF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
02-48-302 S-43 01-26-65 218.82 11.22




















02-48-601 S-431 450 01-26-65 220.39
01 66 219.40 0.99



















DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-




















































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS/ IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
02-55-601 S-363 470 01-16-68 239.26 3.36
01-07-69 239.12 0.14
01-20-70 238.87 0.25






















02-56-501 WM-214 335 11-05-56 190.02
02-28-57 189.61 0.41
02-56-502 WM-210 509 11-05-56 183.72
02-28-57 183.81 0.09
02-56-503 WM-219 207 11-05-56 165.45
02-28-57 165.43 0.02
02-56-304 S-681 454 01-26-66 206.70
02-56-601 S-93 02-26-57 177.98
SHERMAN COUNTY
235
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE













02-56-602 WM-207 235 11-05-36 166.31
02-28-57 166.26 0,05


























WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE




































02-64-302 S-238 335 02-14-61 175.70




WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OP OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE























03-33-601 S-530 400 01 65 152.74
01— —66 158.39 5.65
















WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, SELGW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION OATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS; IN FEET; BELDW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-34-801 S-259 355 01-10-69 237.17 5.97
01-09-71 238.14 0.97
03-35-201 S-679 451 01— —65 178.15
01—66 183.22 5.07
































03-35-901 S-307 524 01-31-61 225.70
SHERMAN COUNTY
241
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELQW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MBASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE

























01— —66 214.97 4.30





















DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE*





















































































WATER, LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BEUJW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE
NUMBER
DISTRICT DFPTH ELEVATION DATF MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-41-501 S-114 02-23-62 183.33 1.53
01-10-63 195.87 12.54









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BEL.IW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DFPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL r)F OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE










































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT OFPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL nF DF LAND MENT LEVEL FRtIM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WFLL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-41-803 S-213 395 01-24-70 189.12 0.42
01-08-71 193.83 4.71









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEETj BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE* CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE







































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELDW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELDW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-43-601 S-640 520 01-10-69 187.50 5.30
01-22-70 187.98 0.48
03-43-901 S-480 530 01-17-66 174.05
01-23-67 179.93 5.88

































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET* BELHW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DFPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FR3M PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-49-501 S-479 346 01-16-69 205.37 0.25
01-26-70 205.54 0.17
01-11-71 206.72 1.18




















03-49-801 WM-202 230 11-06-36 202.20
02-26-57 202.31 0.11




















DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE-


















































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET, BELfIW LAND* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELLi SURFACEPUMPING
STATE DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER




















































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELQW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE














































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE






































03-51-701, S-55 508 02-22-56 152.15
SHERMAN COUNTY
255
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE





























03-51-903 S-31 510 01-19-55 159.10
02-22-56 156.35 2.75
03-51-904 S-29 02-22-56 151.25
03-51-905 S-257A 02-26-57 157.57
02-19-58 149.29 8.28
03-51-906i S-258 380 02-26-57 140.95
SHERMAN COUNTY
256
WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-
CONTINUED* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NEARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE IDISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WFLL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE











































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE
03-57-103 S-237 480 01-24-70 207.91 1.27
01-08-71 211.51 3.60























03-57-401 S-116 01-22-55 192.85
02-25-58 198.35 5.50
03-57-402 S-103 01-31-61 209.25
03*05-62 210.28 1.03








WATER LEVFL MEASUREMENTS, IN FEET* BELOW LAND* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NRARBY WELL SURFACEPUMPING
STATE DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER





















































































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET, BELQW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE


























03-58-501 S-12 320 02-22-61 182.60
01-28-64 190.44 7.84
01-20-65 193.40 2.96












WATER LEVFL MEASUREMENTS, IN F-EET, BELDW LANDi SURFACE* DENOTES WELL PUMPED RECENTLY OR NFARBY WELL PUMPING
STATE DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL
NUMBER























































































DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE









































WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS* IN FEET; BELOW LAND SURFACE
-




DISTRICT DEPTH ELEVATION DATE MEASURE- CHANGE IN WATER
WELL OF OF LAND MENT LEVEL FROM PREVIOUS
NUMBER WELL SURFACE MEASUREMENT
DECLINE RISE







































Wells in Sherman County and Precipitation at Stratford
